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Sequence the Sentences
Can you put the start of the story in the right order? 

Cut out the sentences on the next page. Place them in the correct order below. 
When you are sure you have the correct order, glue the sentences down.

Write a sentence to say what you think will happen next in the story.

 

 

 

Challenge Task
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As the days went by, Morris collected more and more 
gifts.

Morris took the can home to his nest.

Morris had so many gifts that they went all over the 
floor.

Some humans threw a can out of their car window.

Morris went to the edge of the wood to look for 
treasures.

Morris cleaned up the can and put it in his display.

Morris took treasures left by humans after their picnic.
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Sequence the Sentences Answers

Write a sentence to say what you think will happen next in the story.

Example answer:

Morris collected so many items that there was not much room to move in the woods and it looked 

horrible. All the other animals were cross with Morris because he had spoilt their homes. Morris was 

sorry. Humans came and cleaned up the forest and Morris never made a mess again. 

Challenge Task

Some humans threw a can out of their car window.

Morris took the can home to his nest.

Morris cleaned up the can and put it in his display.

Morris went to the edge of the wood to look for 
treasures.

Morris took treasures left by humans after their picnic.

As the days went by, Morris collected more and more 
gifts.

Morris had so many gifts that they went all over the 
floor.


